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ABSTRACT
Database faces several threats such as Cross Site Scripting
Attack (XSS), phishing, Denial of Service (DoS) and SQL
injection attack. SQL injection attack is the major concern and
the most eﬀective method for stealing the data from backend
database, by the help of these attacks hacker can get access to
the database and steal sensitive information. Although there are
many review papers in the field, they are not systematic
literature review (SLR), instead they are a normal survey or
literature review. In contrast, this paper followed general
guidelines for undertaking SLR in order to exploring the impacts
and the types of SQLIA, illustrating the mechanisms and
techniques of conducting SQLIA and exploring the most
common type of SQLIA. An advanced search has been
performed in most relevant digital libraries to obtain potentially
relevant articles published until the end of 2016. Primary studies
have been identified based on inclusion and exclusion criteria.
The analytical study is mainly based on the primary studies to
achieve the objectives. The results illustrate the impacts and the
types of SQLIA, exploring the impacts and the types of SQLIA
and illustrating the mechanisms and techniques of conducting
SQLIA.

Keywords: Database attacks, Systematic literature review,
SQLIA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organizations use web applications with dynamic
database to build a collaborative environment and for
providing a better and a various service to their customers.
The services could be online banking which holding very
sensitive data, universities that uses a countless of
students’ results and different other government web
applications. There are many attacks threatening database
security such as Cross Site Scripting Attack (XSS),
phishing, Denial of Service (DoS) and SQL injection
attack [1, 2]. According to [2-7], SQL injection attack the
major concern of web applications’ developers because

SQL injection attacks threaten the confidentiality,
integrity, functionality and availability of back enddatabases’ of any web applications. Furthermore, SQL
Injection Attacks are the most eﬀective method for
stealing the data from backend database, by the help of
these attacks hacker can get access to the database and
steal sensitive information. Finally, SQLIA usually
ranked at the first one in the list of top 10 vulnerabilities
in the Open Web Application Security Project [8]. There
are several types, technique, and tools of SQL injection
attacks.
This paper provides a systematic literature review on
SQLIA in order to keep researchers up to date with the
types, technique, and tools of SQL injection attacks.
Systematic literature reviews (SLR) aims to identify,
assess and combine the evidence from primary studies
(PSs) using an explicit and rigorous method. In
conducting this SLR, seven scientific online digital
libraries were included in the search strategy, and
potentially 608 relevant articles as a result of that search.
After applying inclusion and exclusion criteria at the
study selection stage as well as screening the selected
articles at the assessing quality stage, identify 46 relevant
primary studies (PSs) which were used for reporting the
findings. We describe SLR methodology in Section 3 and
present the finding results in Section 4. In Section 4 we
answer the research questions. The conclusion is
presented in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
There are many review papers on SQLIA. These review
papers illustrate, define and explain the technique, tools
and types of SQLIA. In [9] the authors survey the
vulnerabilities in the context of Web Services. In addition,
the authors discussed the general countermeasures for
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prevention and mitigation of SQLIA. Furthermore, [9]
aimed to provide a web developer with the potential
impact of general attacks of web applications based on
attacks’ category, level, spreading, size, deviation,
dependencies, fundability and amplification. Whereas [10]
survey the effective SQLIA detection and prevention
techniques and [11] illustrates the popular input validation
attacks includes SQL injection and Cross Side Scripting
(XSS). Similarly, [12-16] discuss several types of SQLI
attacks and Cross Site Scripting Attack, vulnerabilities,
and different detection and prevention techniques.
Although there are many review papers about types,
technique, and tools of SQLIA, however, there is a lack of
systematic literature reviews on SQLIA to keep
researchers up to date with the types, technique, and tools
of SQLIA. In contrast to existing review papers, this
paper provides a systematic literature review (SLR) to
systematically investigating the existing SQLIA
techniques and briefly describe each technique by
example. In addition, it aims to highlight the exploited
vulnerabilities that used to inject a malicious code in
order to provide web developers with a wide knowledge
about the most exploited vulnerabilities. Furthermore, it
aims to systematically discuss the impact of SQL
Injection. Unlike to [1-5], this systematic literature review
followed general guidelines for undertaking systematic
literature reviews by following [17] approach which
details a range of related work, provide a systematic and
rigorous approach to illustrating types, technique, tools, of
SQLIA.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
This systematic literature review performs four main
phases; planning, conducting, reporting the result and
discussing and interpret the results. Figure 1 graphically
illustrate the phases involved in this SLR and the
activities of each phase.

Fig. 1. Research Phases
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In planning phase, initially we identify the need for a
systematic literature review, then framing focused
research questions. While in the second phase, we initially
searched the databases for primary studies, after that the
articles are evaluated for relevance and quality, then
extracted data from the primary studies. In the reporting
phase, the results are synthesized, analyzed and reported.
The reporting phase explores the protocol that has been
followed to review and reduce the chances of researcher
bias. The protocol includes identifying the research
questions, defining the search strategy, determining the
study selection, and the study quality assessments.

3.1 Research Questions
Based on the primary studies that have been determined
by the study selection process, this SLR attempts to
answer the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What are the impacts of SQLIA?
RQ2: What are the types of SQLIA?
RQ3: What are the Mechanisms of SQLIA?
The first RQ1 and RQ2 are motivated by the desire of
exploring the impacts and the types of SQLIA. While
RQ2 is motivated by the desire of illustrating the
mechanisms and techniques of conducting SQLIA.
Whereas, the RQ3 is motivated by the desire of exploring
the most common type of SQLIA.

3.2. Research Strategy
To obtain a comprehensive list of articles about SQLIA
we conducted an advanced search in most popular and
relevant digital libraries that contain peer-reviewed
journal articles, conference proceedings, and book
chapters. The selected databases include PubMed, ACM,
Springer, Scopus, IEEE, ISI, Google scholar, and Science
Direct. The selection of these libraries increases
confidence in the completeness of the review. In addition,
to increase the comprehensiveness of this systematic
literature review the searching years were specified from
the year 2010 up to the end of 2017. Besides that, the
search string was constructed based on the following
factors:
The major terms extracted from the research questions.
Alternative spellings and synonyms of the major terms.
Research keywords appeared in other relevant papers (e.g.
[12-16]).
Boolean (AND) was used to connect the major research
terms and Boolean (OR) used to connect alternative
spellings and synonyms of the keywords.
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3.3 Study Selection

4.2 RQ1: What are the impacts of SQLIA?

This section explains the method of selecting PSs from
relevant articles. An inclusion and exclusion criteria were
applied to focus on reviewing types, technique, and tools
of SQLIA only. In inclusion criteria, the PSs have to be
published in peer-reviewed journals or conference
proceeding. In addition, the articles should be related to
SQLIA. Meanwhile, all articles that did not fulfill the
inclusion criteria were excluded. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria are important requirements and must be satisfied
in all selected articles to ensure that the selected PSs were
within the related and targeted area of research.

SQL injection attack occurs when data comes from
untrusted source or use incoming data dynamically to
construct SQL query to gain access to a database for
viewing or manipulating data for different goals [4] [3]
[21].
SQL injection can result in authentication bypass, data
loss, denial of access, and also it may lead to destruction
of whole database or the host takeover.
A successful SQL injection attacks can be disastrous,
because attacks can read a sensitive data from the
database, modify database by (insert/ modify/delete),
change database structure, execute administrative
operation (such as shutdown the database) or recover the
contents of the DBMS files system and execute
commands (such as XP cmd shell) to the operating system
[22]. The main consequence of these vulnerabilities are:

4. RESULT
In this section, we provide an overview on the SQLIA
then answering the research questions based on analyzing
the primary studies (46 articles) that identified in
accordance with the review protocol.

4.1 Overview on the SQLIA
SQL is stand for Structure Query Language and originally
developed in the early 1970’s by Edgar. SQL is the most
common high level language used in various relational
Database Management Systems (DBMS) for control and
build the desired query commands [4]. SQL is used for
accessing database servers, including MySQL, Oracle,
and SQL Server. Web programming languages such as
Java, ASP.NET, and PHP provide various methods for
constructing and executing SQL statements [18]. SQL
language is a communication way between users and
database in order to allow the user to interaction with a
database for managing data held in a relational database
management system [19]. SQL statements can modify the
structure of databases (using Data Definition Language
statements or 'DDL') and manipulate the contents of
databases (using Data Manipulation Language statements,
or 'DML') [20]. According to [2] web applications could
be a target of SQL Injection Attack when (i) accept inputs
from user or system, (ii) concatenate input with SQL
statement and builds complete query structure, and (iii)
executed query concatenated with HTML code.

1. Confidentiality: Loss of confidentiality is a major
problem caused by SQL Injection attacks since
databases hold sensitive and crucial information
which could be viewed by unauthorized users as a
consequence of successful SQL injection attack [4]
[5].
2. Integrity: Successful SQL injection attack allows
external source to make unauthorized modifications
such as altering or even deleting information from
targeted databases [23] [24] .
3. Authentication: Poorly written SQL queries do not
properly validate user names and passwords, which
allows unauthenticated entity or attacker to access to
the database or application as an authenticated user,
without initial knowledge of the password or even
user name [3].
4. Authorization: Successful exploitation of SQL
injection vulnerability, allows attacker to change
information and gain elevated privileges if the
authorization information is stored in the affected
database [2].
5. Functionality: Concurrent processing is an important
feature in any database processing for enables users’
simultaneous access, sharing data, and consistent
updates of databases. SQL injection attack could
partially or fully corrupting Database intended
function [6] [25].
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4.3 RQ2: What are the types of SQLIA?
Several types of SQL injection attack can be characterized
based on the goal, or intent of the attacker. The most

common and well-known SQL Injection attacks based on
the goals of the attackers are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: SQL injection attack based on attacks’ intend

Ref.

Classification
Identifying
parameter

[26] [6] [3]
[26]
[27]
[28]

injectable

Techniques/ implementation
To discover which parameters and user-input ﬁelds
are vulnerable to SQLIA

Extracting data
Adding or modifying
data

To extract data values from the database
To add or change information in a database

Performing DOS

To shut down, locking or dropping database

Evading detection
Bypassing authentication
Executing
commands

remote

Performing
escalation

privilege

Determining
schema

database

To avoid auditing and detection by system
protection mechanisms
To bypass database and application authentication
mechanisms
To execute arbitrary commands on the database
including stored procedure or functions
To escalate the privileges by implementation errors
or logical ﬂaws in the database
To obtain information about (table names, column
names, and column data types, etc.) using
penetration testers and vulnerabilities scanners

Whereas Table 3 summarizes the most common SQLIA based on input mechanisms.

Table 3: SQL injection classified based on input mechanisms

Ref.

Classification
First
injection

Mechanisms
Through user input
Through cookies

order
Secondorder injection

[3]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30] [31]
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Through server variables
occurs when data input
stored in a place and then used
in a different SQL Query
without correct filtering or
without using parameterized
queries

Injects malicious SQL commands into
user input query in web form based on GET
and POST.
Modified cookies fields containing
SQLIA
Manipulated header containing SQLIA
Frequency-based primary applications
Frequency-based
secondary
applications
Secondary support application
Cascaded submission application
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Table 4: summarize SQLIA based on the mechanisms of attacks

Ref.

Classification
type

Techniques/ implementation
Piggy-backed
Tautologies
Alternate encodings

Classic SQLIA
[4]
[6]
[32]
[3]
[7]
[2]

Inference

DBMS
specific
SQLIA
Compounded
SQLIA

Insert additional queries to be executed
Create a query that always evaluates to true
Encode attacks in such a way as to avoid naive input
filtering e.g. user= 41444d494e instead of user= ADMIN
Illegal/Logical
Using error messages rejected by the database to find useful
data
Union
Injected query is joined with a safe query using the
keyword UNION
Stored procedures
executes built-in procedure or functions
Conditional response
Blind
SQLIA
Conditional error
(True/False)
Out-of-band channeling
Timing
SQLIA Double Blind (Time-Delays)
(If/Then)
Deep Blind (multiple statements)
DB fingerprinting (e.g. DMBS version and host OS)
DB mapping
Fast-Fluxing SQLIA

4.4 RQ3: What are the Mechanisms of SQLIA?
There are varieties of SQL injection mechanism in Table
4 summarize SQLIA based on the mechanism attacks that
hackers can try to achieve the purpose of the hacking.
In this question, most of them are explained in wide
details as following:
1.

2.

Tautologies: used to inject code in one or more
conditional statements so that they always evaluate
to true. This method occurs in the Absence of
checking inputted data that goes to database. The
following code is an example of such a dynamic
SQL statement. query = “SELECT info FROM
user WHERE name = “name” AND pwd = “pwd”;
Attackers can use tautologies to exploit this peace
of code by supplying the value (x’ OR ‘1’=‘1’) to
the input parameter name. An attacker could access
user information without a valid account because
the WHERE clause condition becomes (WHERE
name = ‘x’ OR ‘1’=‘1’ --;) this make the system
evaluates the result to be true and to terminates the
rest of the Query using (--;).
Piggy-backed: In this case, the attackers insert
additional queries to be executed by the database in
order to extracting data, adding or modifying data,
performing denial of service or executing remote
commands [28]. In this case, attackers are not
trying to modify the original query. In fact, they are

3.

4.

trying to add extra and distinct query that added to
the original query using private words based on
SQL language such as OR, AND, INSERT,
UPDATE, DROP or DELETE in order to allow
database to receive multiple SQL queries [10].
Alternate Encodings: the main goal of hackers
when they use this method is to evading detection.
In addition, this attack type is used for encoding
the attack strings (e.g., using hexadecimal, ASCII,
and Unicode character encoding) in order to escape
from developer filtering. In fact, alternate
encodings usually combined with other attack
techniques and targets different layers in the
application [4]. For example, attacker use char (44)
instead of single quote that is a bad character. The
char () function and ASCII hexadecimal encoding
are combined in this attack. The char () function
takes hexadecimal encoding of character(s) and
returns the actual character(s).
Illegal/Logical: In this attack, an attacker tries to
inject statements that cause a syntax error page
returned by application servers for identifying
injectable parameters, performing database ﬁngerprinting and extracting data of the back-end
database of a Web application [33]. In fact, error
page provides hackers with information about few
details name of tables as instance or reveal
vulnerable/injectable parameters to an attacker,
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5.

6.

7.

which may those information used for conducting
next step of attack [34].
Union query: In this method of attack Injected,
query is joined with original query using the
keyword UNION in order to get information
related to other tables from the database. With the
help of this type of attack, attacker can extract data
type or information about the columns [35]. By
default, Most SQL-compliant databases, including
SQL Server, store metadata in a series of system
tables with the names sysobjects, syscolumns,
sysindexes, and so on. This means that a hacker
could use the system tables to ascertain schema
information for a database to assist hackers for
further compromise to the database.
Stored Procedures: In this method, the attacker
executes built-in functions using malicious SQL
codes for performing privilege escalation,
performing denial of service or executing remote
commands. In fact, most database providers
develop databases with a standard set of stored
procedures and functions for extending the
functionality of the database and allow to them to
interact with the operating system. Therefore, once
an attacker determines which backend-database is
in use, SQLIAs can be crafted to execute stored
procedures provided by that speciﬁc database [28]
[12].
Inference: An attacker derives logical conclusions
from the answer to a true/false question concerning
the response of database server. This method
consist of two type Blind injection and timing
injection [3]. In Blind injection, hackers collect
information about database by inferring from the
replies of the page after questioning the server
true/false questions. If the answer is true then the
application behaves correctly and if the answer is
false then it cause an error. Therefore, attacker can
get indirect response from database [32].

the database, modify database by (insert/ modify/delete),
change database structure, execute administrative
operation. However, SQLIA can extremely affects
confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Authorization,
Functionality, usability and availability.

5.2 The types of SQLIA (Related to RQ2)
The result reported in section 4.3 show that there are
several types of SQLIA can be used to achieve malicious
aims. Since 2002 until 2014 there are numerous of
methods have been installed and used to protect and
prevent SQL injection attack on database with different
analyzing approach either in static, dynamic mode or in
hybrid mode. However, SQLIA still reported by many
organization.

5.3 The Mechanisms of SQLIA (Related to RQ3)
The result reported in Section 4.4 show that, different
mechanisms can be used for conducting SQLIA. However,
in this paper seven common mechanisms were
highlighted and explained.

6. CONCLUSION
Systematic literature reviews aim to identify, assess and
combine the evidence from primary research studies using
an explicit and rigorous method. This method has been
widely implemented in software engineering and
computer science. In this paper, a systematic literature
review conducted to investigate the current state of
knowledge about SQLIA. 46 primary studies have been
identified in accordance with our review protocol and
published between 2010 to the end of 2017. The major
contributions of this paper can be concluded as:




5. DISCUSSION
This section discusses and interprets the results reported
in Section 4.

5.1 The impacts of SQLIA (related to RQ1)
In real world scenario, it is very hard to detect the SQL
injection prior to its impact. Most time, unauthorized
activity is performed by the attacker through valid user
credentials or by using inherent features of database
application such as malicious modification of existing
SQL Queries of web application that are accessing critical
sections of the databases [2]. SQL injection attacks can be
disastrous, because attacks can read a sensitive data from
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Detailing an obvious range of related work,
search strategy and study selection for relevant
studies in the field of SQLIA.
A systematic, evidence-based, and rigorous
approach to conducting and reporting the result
of the research question.
Providing a systematic literature review instead
of a normal review.
Exploring the impacts and the types of SQLIA
illustrating the mechanisms and techniques of
conducting SQLIA
Exploring the most common type of SQLIA

A lack of systematic literature reviews in this field to keep
researchers up to date with the state of research in the area
encourage authors to continue the evaluation and
improvement of this approach by conducting SLR on the
techniques that used in preventing and detecting SQLIA.
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